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Please read this manual carefully before using the product and keep it for 

further reference. If there is any aspect of the NVR or User manual you would 
like to discuss please call our technical department
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This manual will take you through the aspects of the AI Analytics, event and search portions of 
the NVRs operation. 
 
Face Recognition 
Only some models support alarm based on face match. If your device doesn’t support face 
recognition function, please skip the face database and face recognition instructions. 
 
Detection Settings 
Face Detection: Alarms will be triggered if someone intrudes into the pre-defined alarm areas. 
① Click Start> Settings> AI/Even> AI Event> Face Recognition> Detection to go to the 
following screen. 
 

 
② Select the camera, check ―Enable Detection by IPC and set the duration. 
③ Set the snapshot interval and snapshot number. The snapshot interval refers to the 
time interval that the camera captures the same face during its continuous tracking period. The 
snapshot number refers to the picture number of the same face captured during its continuous 
tracking period (For example: the snapshot interval is set to 30 seconds and the snapshot 
number is set to 3; then the camera will capture the same face once every 30 seconds and it will 
capture their face 3 times at most during its continuous tracking period). 
④ Enable face match exposure as need. When the brightness of the captured face is not 
enough, it can be enabled. (Only some IPCs support this function) 
⑤ Set the alarm area. Click ―Draw and then left click and drag the mouse to draw a 
detection area. Click ―Clear to delete the alarm area. Then set the detectable face size by 
defining the maximum value and the minimum value (The default size range of a single face 
image occupies from 3% to 50% of the entire image).
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⑥ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
⑦ Click ―Trigger Mode to go to face detection alarm linkage setting screen: 
 

 
Face Detection Alarm Linkage: 
Trigger Mode allows you to pick which alerts are produced once a detection has been made:  
―Record, ―Snapshot, ―Push, ―Alarm-out, ―Preset, ―Buzzer, ―Pop-up Video and ―E-mail as 
needed. 
 
Record: Click the ―Configure button to pop up the window. Select camera on the left side and 
then click the right arrows to set the camera as the trigger camera and select trigger camera 
on the right side and then click left arrows to cancel the trigger camera. Click ―OK to save the 
settings. The trigger cameras will record automatically when faces are detected. 
Alarm-out: Click the ―Configure button to pop up the window. Then the ―Trigger Alarm-out 
window will pop up automatically. Configure the trigger alarm-out in the window. The system 
will trigger the alarm-out automatically when faces are detected. You need to set the delay 
time and the schedule of the alarm outputs.  

Preset: Click  and then select the preset for each camera.  
Snapshot: check it. The current camera will capture images automatically when faces are 
detected. 
Push: If it is enabled, the system will send push messages to your phone when faces are 
detected. The remote connection will need to be set up prior to this to work. 
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Buzzer: if it is enabled, the system will begin to buzz when faces are detected.  
Pop-up Video: if it is enabled, the system will pop up the corresponding video automatically 
when faces are detected. 
E-mail: if it is enabled, the system will send an e-mail when faces are detected. Enable ―IPC 
Audio or ―IPC Light as needed (only some IPCs support these two functions).  
⑨ Click ―Apply‖ to save the settings. 
 
Face Database Management 
① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event> Face Recognition> Face Database to go to the 
following screen as shown below. 
 

 
 
For the first time, you can click “+” or ―Add Group to add groups. 

② To add targets for each group. Select a list and then click  to expand the list as shown 
below. 
 
Click ―Add and then click ―Select Face to add face images. You can add faces from 
snapshot gallery or external faces. Adding faces from snapshot gallery: Select search time or 
self-define the search time and then click ―Search to search target faces. Then select the 
desired faces and click ―Select. 
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Add external faces 
Save the face pictures in your USB storage device and then insert the USB storage device into the 

USB port of the NVR. Go to the face database screen. Click   to expand the group and then 
click ―Add. Select ―External faces to select face pictures you are wanting to add. 
To add multiple faces: a. put face pictures and the description file (.csv or .txt) to one specific 
folder (please edit the detailed descriptions of these pictures according to the 
personal 
information description); b. click ―All to select all face pictures; c. click ―Full Entry. 
Note: the added image must be less than 70KB, 128px x 128px, 1920x1080 and the image 
format should be either ―.jpg and ―.jpeg. 
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After that, add the corresponding information, like name, gender, birthday, ID number, 
phone number and so on. 
Having saved the target image, click the image and then the detailed information will be listed on 
the right. 
 

 
Import and Export Face database 
Insert your USB stick or removable drive into the USB port of the NVR and then click ―Import and 
Export to import or export the face database settings. 
 
Face Recognition Settings 
After the face database and face pictures are added, click ―Face Recognition to return to the 
face recognition setting screen. Click the ―Recognition tab to go to the following screen. 
 

 
 
①Enable ―Successful Recognition or ―Stranger. Click ―Parameter Settings to set the 
similarity of the matching face group. 
Disable live display: if checked, the live view screen (target detection tab) will not display 
captured faces in real time. 
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② Set the alarm linkage items on successful recognition. 

 
 
Select one or more face groups and then choose the schedule. Click ―Manage to set the 
schedule. 
Set the text prompt and voice prompt. When the captured face is matched successfully, the text 
will appear on the right of the live view screen and broadcast the audio. 
Enable alarm output pulse (access control) 
Trigger record, snapshot, alarm-out, buzzer, push, pop-up video, E-mail and pop-up message 
box as needed.  
Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
 
③ Set the stranger alarm linkage options. When the captured face picture doesn’t match the 
face pictures in the face database or their similarity is lower than the set value, the captured 
person will be regarded as a stranger. 
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Configure the schedule 
Set the text prompt and voice prompt. The text will show on the captured picture and the 
voice will be broadcasted when detecting a stranger. 
Trigger record, snapshot, alarm-out, buzzer, push, pop-up video, E-mail and pop-up message 
box as needed. 
Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
④ Click ””+” to add more successful recognition tasks. Select the added task and then click ”–” 
to delete it. 
 
LPR 

License Plate Detection Settings 
Click Start> AI/Event> AI Event> LPR to go to the following s c r e e n . Select an ANPR 
camera and click the ―Detection tab as shown below. 
Set the plate size by defining the maximum value and the minimum value (The default size range 
of a single plate occupies from 5% to 50% of the entire image). 
Display range: if enabled, the set maximum detection box and the minimum detection box can 
be displayed on the left window. 
 

Please select the entrance and exit according to the actual scene. 
 

 
 

Set the alarm area. Click ―Draw and then drag the mouse to draw a detection area. Click ―Clear 
to delete the alarm area. 
 
Plate Database Management 
In the LPR screen, click the ―Plate Database tab to go to the plate database management 
s c r e e n  as shown below. 
For the first time, you can click "+” or ―Add Group to add groups. 
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Add plates to each group: 

① Click  to extend the group. Click ―Add Plate to pop up the following window. 

 
② Enter the plate, vehicle owner and mobile phone number. 
③ Select the vehicle type and group. 
④ Enable validity period to set the start and end time 
⑤ Finally click ―OK to complete. 

Select the added plate and then click  to modify its information; click  to delete this 
plate. The plates can be imported and exported in bulk by clicking ―Import and Export. You can 
click ―Plate Information Description to view the detailed information about how to import or 
export the plate list. 
 
License Plate Recognition Settings 
① In the LPR screen, click the ―Recognition tab. Then enable ―Successful Recognition or 
―Strange Plate. 
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② Set the successful recognition alarm options. 
Select one or more plate groups and then choose the schedule. Click ―Manage to set the 
schedule. 
Set the text prompt. When the captured plate is matched successfully, the text will appear 
on the right of the live view screen. 
Enable alarm output pulse (access control). 
Trigger record, snapshot, alarm-out, buzzer, push, pop-up video, E-mail and pop-up message 
box as needed. 
③ Set the strange plate alarm options. When the captured plate picture doesn’t match the 
plates in the plate database or their similarity is lower than the set value, the captured plate 
will be regarded as a strange plate. 
 
Tripwire 
Tripwire/Line Crossing: 
Alarms will be triggered if the people or vehicles cross the pre-defined alarm line. 
① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event > Tripwire to go to the following screen. 
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② Select the camera, enable tripwire detection by IPC and set the duration. 
Note: Some models may support tripwire detection by NVR. 
③ Select the direction. 
Direction: A<->B, A->B and A<-B optional. It is the crossing direction of the target that crosses 
over the alert line. 
A<->B: the alarm triggers when the target crosses over the alert line from B to A or from A to B. 
A->B: the alarm triggers when the target crosses over the alert line from A to B. 
A<-B: the alarm triggers when the target crosses over the alert line from B to A. 
④ Draw line. Refer to the screen as shown above. Check ―Draw line and then drag the 
mouse in the image to draw an alert line. Uncheck the ―Draw line if you finish the drawing. 
Click the ―Clear to delete the alert line. 
⑤ Click ―Detection Target to choose the detection target and the sensitivity. The detection 
target includes people, vehicle and non-vehicle. Only some IPCs can detect human or vehicle 
separately. If the camera doesn’t support this function, please skip this step. 
⑥ Click ”…” to choose ―Save original picture or ―Save target picture on the SD card of the 
camera. (If your camera doesn’t support this function, please skip this step). 
⑦ Click ―Trigger Mode to configure tripwire alarm linkage items. 
Enable or disable ―Record, ―Snapshot, ―Push, ―Alarm-out, ―Preset, ―Buzzer, ―Pop-up Video 
and ―E-mail. Enable ―IPC Audio or ―IPC Light as needed (only some IPCs support these two 
functions). 
⑧ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
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Intrusion Detection 
Alarms will be triggered if the people or vehicles intrude into the pre-defined area. 
① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event> Intrusion to go to the following screen. 
② Select the camera, enable the intrusion detection by IPC and set the duration. 
Note: Some models may support tripwire detection by NVR. 
③ Select regional activities. ―Appear or ―Cross can be selected (if your camera doesn’t 
support region entrance/exiting detection, ―Cross will not be enabled). If ―Cross is selected, 
you can choose the crossing direction. 
④ Select the alarm area. Up to 4 alarm areas can be set up. 
⑤ Draw the alarm area of the intrusion detection. Refer to the screen as shown below. Check 
―Draw Area and then click around the area where you want to set as the alarm area in the 
image, it should be a closed loop, similar to the image below. Uncheck the ―Draw Area when 
you have finish so the area doesn’t become altered. Click the ―Clear to delete the alarm area. 

 
⑥ Click ―Detection Target to choose the detection target and the sensitivity. The detection 
target includes people, vehicle and non-vehicle. 
⑦ Click ―Trigger Mode to configure intrusion detection alarm linkage items. 
Enable or disable ―Record, ―Snapshot, ―Push, ―Alarm-out, ―Preset, ―Buzzer, ―Pop-up Video 
and ―E-mail. 
Enable ―IPC Audio or ―IPC Light as needed. (Only some IPCs support these two functions). 
⑧ Click ―Copy To will copy all settings to other cameras. 
⑨ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
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Abandoned/Missing Object Detection 
① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event> Object Abandoned/Missing to go to the 
following screen. 
② Select the camera, enable the object detection and set the duration and detect type. There 
are two detection types: Abandoned object and missing object. 
Abandoned object: Alarms will be triggered if there are articles left in the pre-defined detection 
area. 
Missing object: Alarms will be triggered if there are articles missing in the detection area drew 
by the users. 
③ Select the alarm area and area name. A maximum of 4 alarm areas can be set. 
④ Draw the alarm area of the object detection. Refer to the screen as shown above. Check 
―Draw Area and then click around the area where you want to set as the alarm area in the 
image (the alarm area should be a closed area). Uncheck the ―Draw Area if you finish the 
drawing. Click the ―Clear to delete the alarm area. 

 
⑤ Click ―Trigger Mode to configure abandoned/missing object detection alarm linkage 
options. Enable or disable ―Record, ―Snapshot, ―Push, ―Alarm-out, ―Preset, ―Buzzer, ―Pop-up 
Video and ―E-mail. 
⑥ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
 
Crowd Density Detection 
Only some IPCs may support this function. 
Alarms will be triggered if the crowd density exceeds the set threshold value in the pre-
defined area. 
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① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event> Crowd Density to go to the following 
screen. 

 
 

② Select the camera, enable the crowd density detection and set the duration, refresh 
frequency and alarm threshold. 
Refresh Frequency: It refers to the refresh time of the detection result report. 
Alarm Threshold: Alarms will be triggered once the percentage of the crowd density in a 
specified area exceeds the pre-defined threshold value. 
③ Select the alarm area. Draw the alarm area of the crowd density detection. Refer to 
the 
interface as shown below. Check ―Draw Area and then drag the mouse to draw a rectangle area. 
Uncheck the ―Draw Area‖ if you finish the drawing. Click the ―Clear to delete the alarm area. 

④ Click  to configure crowd density detection alarm linkage items. Enable or disable 
―Record, ―Snapshot, ―Push, ―Alarm-out, ―Preset, ―Buzzer, ―Pop-up Video and ―E-mail. 
⑤ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
 
Line Crossing Counting 
Only some IPCs may support this function. 
 
People counting in the pre-defined area: 
This function is to calculate the number of people entering or exiting in the detected area on 
the video by detecting, tracking and counting the head shapes of people. 
Note: Only some specific IPCs may support this function. 
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① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event> Line Crossing Counting to go to the following 
screen. 
② Select the camera, enable the line crossing people counting detection and set the duration, 
sensitivity, statistic cycle, enter threshold, departure threshold and retention threshold. 
Statistic cycle: Always, daily, weekly and monthly are optional. 
Manual Reset: The current number of people counting will be cleared and the statistic cycle will 
restart by clicking ―Manual Reset button. 
③ Set the alarm area and entrance direction. Click ―Draw Area and drag the mouse to draw a 
rectangle area. Drag the rectangle to change its position. Uncheck the ―Draw Area if you finish 
the drawing. Click ―Clear to clear the area. Click and drag the arrow or the other end of the 
arrow line to change the people entrance direction. 

 
⑥ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
 
Line Crossing People/Vehicle/Non-Vehicle Counting 
Only some IPCs support this function. If your camera doesn’t support this function, please skip 
the following instructions. 
① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event> Line Crossing Counting to go to the 
following screen. 
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② Enable line crossing counting. 
③ Check ―Draw line and then drag the mouse on the small window to draw the crossing line. 
Uncheck ―Draw line to finish the drawing. Click ―Clear to delete the alert line. 
Direction: A->B and A<-B are optional. It is the crossing direction of the target that crosses over 
the alert line. 
④ Check ―Statistical OSD, the statistical information will be displayed on the live view 
interface. 
⑤ Set the reset information. You can set reset information manually or enable ―Auto Reset as 
needed. 
⑥ Click the ―Detection Target tab to set the detection target, including people, vehicle and 
non-vehicle. 
⑦ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
 
Exception Detection 
① Click Start> Settings> AI/Event> AI Event> Exception Detection to go to the following 
screen. 
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② Select the camera and detection duration and then enable the relevant detection as 
needed. 
Scene Change: Alarms will be triggered if the scene of the monitor video has changed. 
Video Blurred: Alarms will be triggered if the video becomes blurry. 
Video Color Cast: Alarms will be triggered if the video becomes obscured. 
③ Set the sensitivity of the exception detection. 
④ Click ―Trigger Mode to configure exception alarm linkage items. Enable or disable 
―Record, ―Snapshot, ―Push, ―Alarm-out, ―Preset, ―Buzzer, ―Pop-up Video and ―E-mail. 
⑤ Click ―Apply to save the settings. 
 

Intelligent Analytics 
Target Detection View 
Only some models support target detection view. If your device doesn’t support it, please skip 
the following instructions. 
 
Human Body/Vehicle Detection View 
Only when the camera supports human body/vehicle detection, can you view the real-time 
captured people or vehicle pictures. The setting steps are as follow: 
① Enable the Tripwire/Intrusion function of IPCs/NVR, draw the line or area and choose the 
detection target. 

② Go to live view screen and then click  to go to the target detection screen of this 

channel. In this screen, you can switch the channel on the top right. You can also click  on the 
top right corner of the live view screen and then choose the target detection tab to go to the 
target detection screen of multi-channel as shown below. Click the captured picture on the 
right of the live screen to see the snapshot detailed information, such as snapshot time, camera, 
event type and target type. 
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Click ―More to bring up a dropdown list. You can export the captured pictures by clicking 
―Export or view the target ID by clicking ―Information. Click ―Search to go to smart human 
body/vehicle search screen. The system will automatically search captured people/vehicles. 
Click ―Playback to go to the playback screen. 
 
Face Detection/Match View 
Only the face recognition NVR supports the following functions. If your NVR doesn’t support 
them, please skip the following instructions. The setting steps are as follow: 
① Enable face detection function. 
② Enable face recognition function and set the alarm linkage items.  

③ Go to live view screen and click on a face detection channel. This will bring a toolbar under the 

channel. Then click  to go to the target detection screen of this channel. In this screen, you 

can switch the channel on the top right. You can also click  on the top right corner of the 
live view screen and then choose the target detection tab to go to the target detection screen 
of multi-channel as shown below. 

 

For unknown faces, you can select this face and click  under the captured face to register 

this face (see the following picture); click  to quickly go to the smart face search screen 

where you can search the matching face information; click  to quickly go to the smart face 
playback screen; click  to view snapshot details. 
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Before registering target face pictures, please add groups for them in advance. 

After the face pictures are registered, the system will compare them automatically once 
the corresponding faces are captured next time. Refer to the following picture. 
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Double click the face picture to see the snapshot details, such as snapshot picture, original 
image, snapshot time and camera. Click ―more and then a dropdown list will display. Click 
―Register to register the current snapshot. Click ―Search to go to face search screen. Click 
―Playback to go to the playback screen. Click ―Export to export this snapshot details. Click 
―Information to view face ID. 
In the face match screen, click ―Settings to pop up the following window. 

 
 

Target Detection Display: Face, human body and vehicle can be enabled. If disabled, the 
captured target picture will not be displayed under the target detection tab in the live view 
screen. 
Display Strategy: Comparison priority and only comparison. 
 
Video Overlay Display: 
If ―Target box is clicked, you will see the target traced by a little red box. 
If ―Rule Line and Area is checked, you will see the rule line of tripwire detection and detection 
area of intrusion detection displayed on the screen. You can select the color of the rule lien 
and area as needed. 
When the captured face pictures are successfully recognized, click the picture on the right to 
pop up a face detail window as shown below. In this window, you can see the captured face 
picture, the matched picture of face library and the relevant information. You also can view the 
original image, search image by snapshot, play back by snapshot and export the face details by 
clicking ―More button. 
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Additionally, you can view the historical captured face pictures and face match information in 
the face match screen by clicking ―History tab. Besides registering face pictures in the live view 
screen, you can also add target face pictures in the face database screen. 
 
License Plate Detection/Recognition View 
Only when the ANPR camera is added and enabled, can license plates be captured and 
matched. The setting steps are as follows 
① Enable the plate detection function. 
Then you can see the captured plates displayed in the live views screen as shown below. 
 

 
Put the cursor on the captured plate picture and then click  to register this plate as shown 
below. 

 
 

Click  to quickly enter the vehicle search screen. You can search the matched plate 

information in this screen. Click  to go to the smart playback screen.  
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② Enable license plate recognition function and set the alarm linkage items. 

③ Go to live view screen and click k  on the top right corner of the live view screen 
and then choose the target detection tab to go to the target detection screen of multi-channel as 
shown below. When the plate is captured, it will be displayed on the right panel. If this plate is 
successfully matched, it will show successful beside the plate picture. The strange plate will 
show ―strange plate beside the plate picture. 
 

 
Click the captured plate picture and then it will pop up the detailed information window. You 
can view the snapshot picture, original picture, snapshot time, camera, etc. Click ―More to 
view the ID information of the target and export the captured picture. Click ―Search to go to the 
vehicle search screen. Click ―Playback to go to the playback screen. 
 

Smart Search 
Face Search 
Only some models support this function. If your device doesn’t support it, please skip the 
following instructions. 
Face Search by Event 
① Click Start> Intelligent Analytics> Search> Face to go to the following screen. 
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② Click  to choose face detection cameras. 
③ Select all events, successful recognition or stranger. 
④ Click ―Search to search face pictures. You can view face pictures by time or by camera. 
⑤ Click the searched face picture to play in the small playback window; select a face picture 
and click ―Backup to export it. 
 
Click ―Original to see the original image as shown below. 
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Click ―List to view the snapshot information list. Click  to view the detail information; click 

 to back up the image. 

 
 
Face Search by Face 
In the face picture search screen, click ―By Face to go to the following screen. 
① Click  to add the target face which can be searched and added from recent, face 
database, snapshot gallery and external faces. A single face picture or multiple face pictures 
can be added and searched. (Take a single face picture for example) 
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To add target face from recent 
Choose the face. 
Click ―Select Face. 
 
To add target face from face database: 
Click ―More to choose groups. 
Select a target face and click ―Select Face. 
 
To add target face from snapshot gallery: 
Select time and click ―More to choose cameras. 
Click ―Search. 
Check a face and click ―Select Face. 
 
To add target face from external face: 
Save the target face to the mobile storage device and then insert this device into the USB 
screen of NVR. 
Select ―External Face to import the face in this screen. 
 
② Set similarity and then click ―Search. 
③ Click the searched image to play records in the small window. 
④ Select the searched image and click ―Backup Picture or ―Backup Record. Then click 
―Backup to build backups for pictures or records. 
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View Image by List 
Click ―List tab to view images by time as shown below. 
 

 

Click the searched image to play. Click  to view the detail information of the compared 
target face. 
 
View Match Images 
Click ―Match tab to view match images as shown below. 
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Track Playback 
Select ―Track to go to the following screen. 

 
Note: Only when two or more cameras detect this person, can his/her track can be viewed 
here. Descriptions of buttons on the track screen 

 
Fixed Window 

 
Frame 

 
Followed Window 

 Fast Forward（x2;x4） 

 
Exchange Window 

 
Normal Speed 

 
Stop 

 
Start/Stop Track 

 
Play 

 
Edit Map 

 
Previous 

 
Edit Color 

 
Next   

 
Click on the camera name and then an event list appears. Click one item to play the record. 

Click  button beside the fixed window icon to show ―Followed Window and ―Exchange 
Window icons. The small playback window will float on the map window by clicking 
―Followed Window as shown below. 
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Click  to switch play speed. 1x and 2x can be switched. Click to view event list. Click one 
item to play this event. 
Click ―Exchange Window to switch the position of the map window and the playback window. 

Click  button to go to the following screen. 

 
Click ―Load Map to add a map. Then drag the camera names on the map to change their 
locations. Choose a color on the left color list to set your favorite color for camera names. 
Load Map: ① Save the map to the USB storage device and then insert the USB storage device 
into the NVR. ② Click ―Load Map button to upload the map. 

Click  button to modify the colors of camera name and track line and set the line width. 
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Face Search by Snapshot 

In the live or playback screen, click on a face detection camera and then select  on the 
toolbar. This will bring the following window. 

 
 
Drag the mouse to select a face and then click ―Search by Face to go to the face search by face 
screen. You can see its snapshot pictures, match pictures, original pictures and so on by 
clicking the corresponding tab. 
 

Human Body Search 
Click Start> Intelligent Analytics> Smart Search> Human Body to go to the human body 
search screen. 
Select the search time, camera and event and then click ―Search to view the searched pictures. 
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Click the searched picture to play the record in the small window. Select pictures and check 
―Backup Picture and/or ―Backup Record and then click ―Backup to back up the pictures 
and/or records. Click ―Original to view the captured original pictures. Click ―List to view the file 
list of the captured pictures. 

Click  and select ―Add to favorite to add a favorite group and save the current searched 

pictures to the favorite group. Then you can quickly view these figure pictures by clicking  
and choosing the group name. 

 
 

Vehicle Search 
① Click Start> Intelligent Analytics> Smart Search> Vehicle to go to the vehicle search 
screen. 
② Select the time, camera, event and vehicle type. Then click ―Search to search vehicles. 
Event: Intrusion, Tripwire, Line Crossing Counting, Plate Detection, Plate Match-Successful 
Recognition and Plate Match-Strange Plate can be selected. 
Attribution: Vehicle or non-vehicle can be selected. You can view face pictures by time or by 
camera. 
 



 

 

 
 
Click a searched vehicle picture to play it in the small window. Select vehicle pictures and check 
―Backup Picture and/or ―Backup Record and then click ―Backup to back up the pictures 
and/or records. 
③ Click ―Original to see the original pictures; click ―List to view the snapshot information list. 

Click  to view the detail information; click  to back up the image. 
 
Select ―Plate Detection or ―Plate Match to view plate image. You can also enter the plate 
number to search the plate pictures. Then you can view the track of this vehicle. 

 
 
Click ―Track to view the track of the vehicle. 
Note: Only one plate can be traced at a time and there must be two or more ANPR cameras that 
have detected this vehicle; thus, you can view the tracking of this vehicle. 
The track setting steps are similar to the face track settings. Please refer to face track settings 
for details. 

Click  to add a favorite group and save the current searched pictures to the favorite group. 

Then you can quickly view these vehicle pictures by clicking  and choosing the group 
name. 
 
Combination Search 
If you want to view the human body, vehicle or face pictures simultaneously, you can choose 
combination search. 
① Click ―Combine. 
② Select the search time, camera, event and vehicle as needed. 
Click a searched picture to play it in the small window. Select pictures and check ―Backup 
Picture and/or ―Backup Record and then click ―Backup to back up the pictures and /or 
records. 

Click  to add a favorite group and save the current searched pictures to it. 



 

 

Then you can quickly view these pictures by clicking  and choosing the group name. 
 
View Statistical Information 
Click Start> Intelligent Analytics> Statistics to go to the following screen. In this screen, you can 
view the people and vehicle statistical information or you can customize the statistical 
information. 

 
 
View People Information: 
Note: The person information includes both face and body information. 
① Select the time. 
② Select cameras. 
③ Select events as needed, such as face detection, face recognition, intrusion, tripwire, etc. 
Note: Face recognition events (successful recognition & stranger) are available for some models. 
If Face Recognition-Successful Recognition event is selected, you can choose ―Detail Chart to 
view. 
 
View Vehicle Information: 
Click ―Vehicle 
Select the time and cameras. 
Select events as needed. 
Select the vehicle attribution. 
 
To customize statistical information: 
Click ―Combine and then select events, people and vehicle as needed. 
 



 

 

 
 

 
If there any aspects of this manual that you would like to discuss or would 
like to us to expand on please call our technical department. 


